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BioMechanic Physical Therapy
How to Choose a Shoe

You might think that choosing the right shoe (or sneaker) has to do with what activities you are planning to 
do with your feet, that of course is important, but there is more to it! You can prevent foot injury and pain 
with a shoe that is chosen for your foot type. And for those of you who are already in pain or have 
suffered an injury – choosing the right shoe can make all the difference between a good day and a bad 
day!

The right shoe is the one that works the best with your foots' mechanics. The goal of shoe is to decrease 
the work of the foot & ankle, absorb shock, and protect you from forces that could injure you.

High Arch

Low Arch

Average Arch

First, lets choose your foot type. Look at your foot while it is resting in the air, like when you have your 
feet propped up. Now match your foot with the picture that it
most resembles:

Step 1

Step 2

Now look at your foot when you are standing on it with your full body weight in a relaxed posture. 
Which of the pictures does it resemble now?

Next read the text that matches your foot for some information & follow the flow chart to get your shoe!

The High Arch Foot.
You have a Cavovarus or high arch foot. You may also have clawed toes, that is because your foot 
type does not force you to use your toes so the muscles got weak. You can fix that with 
strengthening and stretching. Those with mid foot pain would be choosing a similar shoe.

So if you have a high arch, choose a neutral shoe with good shock absorption, like a lug sole or a 
sneaker made for shock absorption. Make sure the shoe does not bend in the middle of the arch or 
it will put more force on the area where you have the highest torque already. Wearing an arch 
support that is as high as your arch is will help your foot last longer, and with an arch like yours, you 
will have to go custom, it would be almost impossible for you to find an arch support that will reach!  
Your foot is not the best shock absorber because it is so rigid and does not flex when you stand on 
it, so you may feel more impact at your knees, hips and low back (similar to the pancake foot person 
described later.) Your foot might appreciate a shoe with a leather upper or a lace up, so that it is not 
taking all of the strain.

The foot that changes from a high or average arch to flat when you stand on it.
For the average arch foot in Step 1 that then becomes a low arch in Step 2 (using the pictures), you 
have an arch that has begun to fall or has fallen. This is not a single event, but a progressive 
process, so you would be well advised to take care before you develop a foot problem — if you 
haven't already.
If you fall in this group,(smiley face) you really need a shoe insert with an arch support. Choose one 
that is as high as your arch is while your foot is in the air, not how flat it is after you are standing on 
it. You should choose a pronation control shoe. they are made just for you!

Average Arch Foot
For the foot that has an arch in the air, and has a slightly lower arch when you stand on it - you are 
the lucky ones! Nice foot ! You have good shock absorption and your foot is not too flexible and not 
too rigid.
If you are in this category, you can usually get away with wearing anything you like! Cute shoes for 
you! However, if you like to take care of your feet, the all around shoe is one with these ingredients; 
good shock absorption, a nice arch support, and only bends where your feet bend (at the toes).

Low Arch or Flat Foot
For the foot that always has a low arch or is possibly as flat as a pancake, you do best with 
whatever arch support you can tolerate because your foot is so flexible that it will continue to flatten 
and widen with time. Your sloppy foot would love some help with a lace up shoe, perhaps a high 
top, and some shock absorption. Since your foot is too flexible, it would be best to protect your arch 
by choosing a shoe that only bends at your toes. Your foot is at the bottom of the shock absorbing 
position, so you might feel more impact in your knees, hips, and back than someone with a middle 
range foot. You share the shock absorbing problem with the rigid high arch foot, but for the opposite 
reason! What a paradox!

While selecting a shoe is more often than not decided by fashion trends there is an underlying science 
to selecting the right shoe for the right foot type.  They don’t have to be ugly if you need support, cute 
stylish shoes that help your feet can be a reality using this simple guide.

Call for personal consult: (703) 723-7726
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We must add — that although this is a guide to the basics, you can come in for a very powerful, full BioMechanic Foot Evaluation.  We take more than 20 detailed measurements of how your foot is 
put together and then how it is attached to your body.  From that we can make more personalized recommendations for shoe wear and create a successful custom foot orthotic/insole.

Pain
Needs arch support, 
preferably custom 
foot orthotic, needs 
shock absorbing 
sole, shoe should 
bend only at the 
toes. 

Sneakers should be 
neutral and shock 
absorbing with high 
arch support in the 
sneaker.

Anything goes but 
may have better 
endurance with a 
shock absorbing 
sole.

Sneakers should be 
neutral and shock 
absorbing.

Choose a good all 
around shoe that 
has shock absorbing 
sole, flexes only at 
the toes and can 
use over the counter 
or custom arch 
support. 

Sneakers should be 
neutral.

Anything goes!

Sneakers should be 
neutral.

Arch support is 
needed on the 
bottom of the shoe, 
the uppers can be 
anything.

Pronation control 
sneakers are made 
just for you!

You need support in 
the upper of the 
shoe such as a lace 
up shoe, arch 
support as high as 
you can tolerate, a 
slight heel in your 
shock absorbing 
shoe which must 
bend only at the 
toes or not at all.

Pronation control 
sneakers

You need arch 
support and a shoe 
that does not flex in 
the middle.

Pronation control 
sneakers

 No Pain Pain  No Pain  No Pain Pain  No Pain

High Arch Average Arch Average -> Low Arch Low Arch

Pain

Anything 
goes!

Arch support is a 
must have combined 
with a sturdy shoe 
that flexes only at 
the toes, shock 
absorption a plus.

Sneakers should 
have pronation 
control with added 
arch support - you 
need both.


